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3INTRODUCTION Background

Background 

This is Not an NFT Art Fair is a game 
pondering the future of NFTs. The  
game was made for my design capstone  
project and was presented in April 
2022. It presents a speculative NFT art 
fair, set a few years into the future.

Originally, the idea was to do a proj-
ect involving “valuation in art”, a 
topic that was inspired by the manga 
Blue Period and talking with my design 
professor at the time. After research-
ing more, I decided to focus entirely 
on NFTs, as they were taking off in the 
summer of 2021.

The game was made in Unreal Engine, 
which I had never used before. I 
learned how to use the program in the 
course of making the game, through  
lots of Googling and video tutorials.

OBJECTIVE
The goal of this project is to have the 
player gain knowledge of NFTs and their 
context. The player will then hopefully 
be able to use that knowledge to decide 
whether they themselves support NFTs 
and their use. 

Note: Although this document presents my process 
linearly and in certain groupings, everything  
was going on all at once. I was sketching and  
researching and getting user feedback throughout 
the project.
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Audience

PRIMARY AUDIENCE
The primary audience is emerging artists  
who are looking to incorporate NFTs into  
their practice. 

· DAAP had begun promoting NFTs to  
  its students
· Had heard of NFTs, but didn’t know the    
  specifics of what they were 
· Generally technologically savvy
· Heavily impacted if NFTs become widespread

SECONDARY AUDIENCE
The secondary audience is the people who 
attend DAAPWorks: generally the family 
and friends of graduating seniors. 

· May not have heard of NFTs
· Not familiar with video game mechanics
· Metaphors necessary for more technical   
  explanations
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Initial Concept

To the left are the initial notes  
I wrote on the idea to do a game.  
Although some details of the game 
changed during development (like  
having a game guide), many aspects  
of the original idea were present  
in the final version.
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These initial illustrations helped me visual-
ize the ideas I had for my concept, and were 
based off of my research into galleries/ 
museums. I imagined an airy, open space with 
large  colorful artworks dominating the  
level design.  
 
 
 

There was also going to be a “dark mode” in 
the different rooms (as can be seen on the far 
right image), which was inspired by a level in 
Earthbound.

Concept Art
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Another early idea I had was separating the 
NFT gallery into three worlds: a world with 
the “best” outcomes, a world with “middling”  
outcomes, and a world with the “worst”  
outcomes. The intent was to examine how dif-
ferent NFT futures would play out, through  
exaggerating certain aspects of NFTs.

However, after conducting my interviews and 
getting feedback, I changed the concept of  
the NFT gallery to present “the most likely” 
future. Interviewers remarked that this  
initial idea lacked nuance, which made it  
less accessible. 

Refined Concept Art
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ART AND TASTE

Main takeaways: 
· Duchamp’s work paved the way for 
  “anything can be art”
· Taste is supposedly subjective 
  but tied to class
· Art has been tied with money, 
  even before NFTs
· Net art has a long history, but 
  has always been overlooked

Main themes to consider: 
· How money and art have influ-     
  enced each other
· Taste and its association with 
  wealth
· What is considered art?
· Digital art seen as lesser

NFTS

Main takeways:
· Created by Anil Dash and Kevin 
  McCoy in 2014
· Surged in popularity during 
  pandemic
· Beeple’s sale with Christie’s 
  one of the most expensive ever
· Made using an energy-intensive 
  process

Main themes to consider: 
· Environmental imapact of NFTs 
· How NFTs help digital artists 
· Legal issues surrounding NFTs
· Anger over NFTs
· NFTs and their connection to  
  the metaverse 
· How NFTs affect culture 
 
 
   

SPECULATIVE DESIGN

Main themes:
· Speculative design is focused on 
  possible futures
· Design artifacts to get people 
  in the present to act
· Type of critical design, borrows 
  from art
· Takes current trends and follows  
  to their logical conclusion

Main themes to consider: 
· Role of satire or humor in a 
  design artifact
· What would a preferable future 
  be? What would a plausible  
  future be?

Research Overview

My research into this capstone 
began with an overview of three  
topics: art and taste, NFTs,  
and speculative design. I  
consulted a variety of sources,  
including videos, articles, 
books, events, and social media 
posts. I also informally talked 
to the people around me to get 
their opinion on these topics, 
especially NFTs. 
 
The notes I took on my research 
directly informed the design of 
the NFT artworks and the charac-
ters, as well as the context of 
the game.

Fountain by Marcel Duchamp Everydays: The First 5000 Days by Beeple Taxonomy of Futures by Fiona Raby and  
Anthony Dunne
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MATT WIZINSKY
Matt is a Communication Design 
professor at the University  
of Cincinnati. He’s an expert  
in speculative design and  
design research. 

Main takeaways:
· People must understand NFTs and 
  the technology before they can    
  form an opinion    
· Ways to engage with player:  
  Labels, artwork, characters
· How to connect back to 
  physical world?
· What questions do I want players 
  to ask themselves?
· How do I bring design novelty 
  into “inspect artwork”?

SARA KOLLIG
Sara is an Industrial Design  
student and digital artist at  
the University of Cincinnati. 
She’s minted and sold NFTs, and  
is interested in sustainability.

Main takeaways:
· Idea of three separate world is 
  too siloed, doesn’t work  
· Sees her NFT work as an end t 
  fund her oil painting
· Big pro to NFTs: letting artists
  make a living more easily
· Cons: environmental damage, peo
  ple making them without thinking
· Thinks that they will expand 
  into other things, like tickets 

JORDAN TATE
Jordan is a Fine Arts professor at 
the University of Cincinnati. His 
work examining image processing 
spans photography, installation 
and objects.

Main takeaways:
· Has friends doing NFTs, they’ve 
  made a living with them
· Thinks NFTs are a net good  
  for art, especially free minting
· NFTs are an extension of the art 
  market, not that different
· NFTs change what art is valuable 
  (i.e. less critical work)
· Three worlds doesn’t have enough 
  nuance, should just do one   
 

Interviews

I talked to three different  
people with three different  
perspectives to further my  
understanding of my topic:  
Matt Wizinsky, Sara Kollig,  
and Jordan Tate. 
 
These people were in my  
community, and were involved 
in the art/design scene in  
Cincinnati. Talking to my  
interviewees helped me shift 
and narrow down my concept.

Design After Capitalism by Matt Wizinsky Please remove these things from my heart by 
Sara Kollig

Drape Wave by Jordan Tate with Rick Silva
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Benchmarks

I AM DEAD
I Am Dead is a video game that I played  
on the Nintendo Switch. Its gameplay  
loop involves zooming in on objects and  
“slicing” through them.

Main takeaways:
· Unique game mechanics of finding and 
  inspecting objects 
· Colorful pseudo 3D art style with 
  atypical character design

ARTLAND
A website that sells and curates contempo-
rary art. Has a section where viewers can 
look through virtual exhibits, much like a 
Google Maps view for a gallery.

Main takeaways:
· Viewers interact by clicking
· Virtual galleries mimic physical gallery 
  design and layout
· Can learn more about an artwork 
  by clicking on button near it

DECENTRALAND
A 3D virtual world that is powered by 
blockchain technology. Users can buy  
plots of land in the world. Sotheby’s has 
an art gallery here showcasing NFTs.  

Main takeaways:
· 3D styles vary but generally based on 
  the real world
· Can walk around freely and interact with 
  other players
· Scale of Sotheby’s gallery is too small, 
  too close to real life
· Can click on NFTs to learn more/buy
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Benchmarks

ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
A world-class art museum in Chicago, 
boasting a collection spanning different 
centuries and movements. The museum also 
hosts limited-time special exhibitions.

Main takeaways:
· Contemporary and older artworks were 
  displayed differently
· Contemporary works were much larger in 
  scale, and presented in a neutral room 
· People loved getting close to the art
· Every work had a detailed description

OPENSEA
One of the most popular NFT art market-
places. Has a huge variety of work  
for sale, including famous collections 
like Bored Apes and Crypto Punks.

Main takeaways:
· Shows history of NFT transactions and 
  metadata for NFT
· Has separate pages for each 
  creator/collection
· Text describing artwork generally short
· Focus is on making offers + price
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Storyboard 1 PLAYER START

This storyboard depicts an early  
version of what I imagined as the “on-
boarding” experience of the game. The 
first few things the player encounters, 
like the start screen and the recep-
tionist, help them learn about the  
context of the game and how it works.  
 
Features like the pamphlet and three 
separate rooms were later dropped 
during development. 
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Storyboard 2 LOOKING AT AN ARTWORK

This storyboard shows an early idea I  
had for how players would interact  
with the artwork. Initially, I wanted  
for players to click on the artwork to  
be able to view details and rotate it.  
However, after starting to develop the 
prototype, I changed it to pressing the 
space bar.

Zooming in and panning around the artwork 
proved to be difficult to implement, so  
in the final game players can only rotate  
the art. 
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Storyboard 3 HAVING A CONVERSATION

This storyboard indicates how a player 
would go up to a character and talk  
to them. The interface for dialog is  
heavily inspired by video game conven-
tions, which includes design decisions 
like: the player choices above the  
text box, profile pictures, and the  
placement of character names.

In the final game, the “open to talking  
indicator” shown here as a talking bubble 
is changed to an exclamation mark. 
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Dialog Box Interface
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Initial Wireframes

Initial “inspect artwork” wireframes Initial “dialog” wireframes
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Revised Wireframes DIALOG

Working through iterations of these wireframes 
helped me to establish the style of the inter-
faces. The bright blues, rounded corners, and 
sans serifs were inspired by the branding of 
tech companies like Meta, Twitter, and OpenSea.  

These elements automatically signal tech in the 
modern day world, so I thought they were only 
appropriate here. Another thing I had to keep 
in mind with these is that they had to be able 
to be used on different backgrounds as well. 
 

Alternate style concepts
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Revised Wireframes INSPECT ARTWORK

Unused “History” tab concepts

“Social” tab before adding context

Clockwise starting from the upper left, 
these wireframes represent the final design 
of the “Info”, “History” and “Social” tabs 
on the Inspect Artwork UI.

Physical art galleries and NFT market- 
places provide different pieces of  
information about an artwork, but here I 
chose to combine the two approaches.
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Revised Wireframes CONTROLS

Originally, to convey information about game 
controls to the player, I just had the  
directions in a list. User feedback led me  
to incorporate visuals into this interface,  
and also to have them pop up as soon as the 
game starts.
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Prototypes in Unreal Engine

More detail on how I built this game can be 
found on this project’s page on my website
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Level Map
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